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Abstract: This paper proposes an innovative Adaptive Component Selection-Based Discriminative Model (ACSDM) for object detection in high-resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery. In order to explore the structural relationships between the target and the components, a multi-scale detector consisting of a root filter and several part filters is established, using Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features to describe the object from different resolutions. To make the detected components of practical significance, the size and anchor position of each component are determined through statistical methods. When training the root model and the corresponding part models, manual annotation is adopted to label the target in the training set. Besides, a penalty factor is introduced to compensate information loss in preprocessing. In the detection stage, the Small Area-Based Non-Maximum Suppression (SANMS) method is utilised for filtering out duplicate results. In the experiments, the aeroplanes in TerraSAR-X SAR images are detected by the ACSDM algorithm and different comparative methods. The results indicate that the proposed method has a lower false alarm rate and can detect the components accurately.
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1. Introduction

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a microwave imaging sensor proposed by Carl Wiley in 1951 [1,2] to obtain high-resolution SAR images. Containing rich scattering and polarization information, SAR imagery is widely used and can be formed regardless of time or weather [3]. Generally, target detection methods in this field can be divided into three categories: (1) the scattering center model-based detection algorithm [4]; (2) the statistical feature-based detection algorithm [5]; (3) the detection algorithm which introduces classical optical detection methods [6].

In the scattering center model-based detection algorithm, the model is first set up with parameters determination; then, the intensity, location, and structure information of the scattering center are obtained to set a threshold for target detection. There are three typical scattering center models: (1) the ideal point scattering center model [7]; (2) the damped exponential model [8]; and (3) the attributed scattering center model [9]. Setting different parameters and resolutions, these models can be converted to each other.

As a representative case of statistical feature-based detection algorithms, the Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) method can be divided into four steps [10]: (1) clutter intensity estimation; (2) statistical
distribution model selection; (3) model parameters determination; (4) threshold calculation for object
detection. The Cell Average CFAR (CA-CFAR) algorithm was first proposed by H.M. Finn and R.S.
Johnson [11], followed by the presence of the Ordered Statistics CFAR (OS-CFAR) [12], Greatest
Opt-CFAR (GO-CFAR) [13], Smallest Opt-CFAR (SO-CFAR) [14], etc. The CA-CFAR detector is
the most commonly used and performs well in homogeneous clutter, but is not good for uneven
background clutter or multiple targets.

In the detection framework with optical methods introduced, candidate slices from optical images
are extracted first, followed by feature extraction, then the results are acquired through the classifier
and the system outputs the rectangles with object location. The commonly used methods for slice
extraction are: the CFAR-based segmentation method; the automatic threshold method with optimal
entropy proposed by Kapur, Sahoo, and Wong (KSW algorithm) [15]; and the Markov Random Fields
(MRFs)-based method [16]. The features to be extracted include statistical features, manual features,
and multiple features. The Gaussian [17], Rayleigh [18], Gamma [19], and mixture distributions
are widely-used statistical features. The manual feature is usually designed for specific tasks [20].
One multiple feature is that simple features are stacked to increase the dimension; the complex one
requires that features are weighted according to their correlation with the target. Recently, target
detection methods based on deep learning have developed rapidly. In 2014, Girshick proposed
a Regions with Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNNs) detection method [21], which was improved
to be the Fast R-CNN algorithm [22] in 2015. Based on this work, Ren Shaoqing and He Kaiming
presented Faster R-CNN approach [23] in 2016. Later, Joseph and Redmon et al. proposed the You
Only Look Once (YOLO) detection algorithm [24]. Due to the great difference between SAR imagery
and optical images, these methods cannot be directly applied to target detection in SAR imagery,
and traditional methods still occupy an important position in that field.

However, the existing target detection methods for SAR imagery still have some problems.
Owing to the scattering mechanism in high-resolution SAR imagery, the airplane target in the image is
presented as bright or dark scattering points [25], called sparsity (shown in Figure 1). Therefore, in some
traditional detection algorithms, the object is divided into many small patches, making it difficult
to be fully detected. Actually, each kind of object usually has some general architecture, composed
of several similar components. Besides, each part is not independent, but has some unique spatial
relationships. Hence, utilising the component features and the structural information is beneficial to
achieve complete target detection.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Sparsity in high-resolution SAR imagery. (a) Many aircraft targets; (b) One airplane extracted
from Figure 1a; (c) The airplane is presented as scattering points after clustering.

To cope with the sparsity for airplane detection in SAR imagery, a multi-scale detector based on
the deformable part model [26] is designed in this paper, which is comprised of a root filter and several

![Diagram](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** The framework of the proposed Adaptive Component Selection-Based Discriminative
Model (ACSDM) is shown in Figure 2. First, the training samples were divided into positive and
negative categories, in which the target was labeled with a rectangular box. The coordinates of the

top-left and bottom-right corners were recorded in an xml file. Then, statistical methods were adopted to determine the size and the anchor point for each component, respectively. It is worth noting that when training the model with SVM through gradient descent method [28], the penalty factor was added to the scoring formula to compensate information loss in preprocessing. In the detection stage, the dot product of the prediction operator and the test image was calculated. The position with high response was considered as a candidate result; meanwhile, the overall target was marked with a red box and the blue boxes marked the corresponding parts. Finally, a Small Area-Based Non-Maximum Suppression (SANMS) method was utilised to filter out the repeated bounding boxes.

Figure 2. The overall framework of the proposed model. SANMS: Small Area-Based Non-Maximum Suppression method.

2. Discriminative Model for Object Detection in SAR Imagery

Targeting the sparsity in SAR imagery, a discriminative scheme inspired by a multi-scale component hybrid model [26] is utilized to advance the detection performance. The original image is zoomed into different scales to obtain features in different layers, thus achieving a multi-scale feature pyramid; then, the model consisting of a root filter and several part filters with anchor information is built; finally, the part and component models are trained to generate a hybrid model, so as to realize the multi-scale deformable component mixture model. Taking advantage of component features and structure information, this multi-scale, deformable, and hybrid model can largely deal with the sparsity for detecting objects in high-resolution SAR imagery.

2.1. Root Filter and Part Filters

The multi-scale component model consists of a root filter that covers the entire target and corresponding part filters which reconstruct the target components in detail [6,29,30]. The root filter describes the target at a coarse resolution, and the part filters detect each component at twice the resolution of the root model, thus taking the spatial relationship among each component and the target into consideration. Before building the model, the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) [31] feature pyramid must be constructed. After the original image is turned into a gray-scale map, it is divided into multiple $8 \times 8$ units. With the local histogram of the pixels in each unit counted, the 32-dimension HOG feature is obtained through linear interpolation and normalization. Finally, the feature pyramid is formed with images of different resolution, processed as above.

For a sliding window $(w \times h)$ in the HOG space, a corresponding weight vector $F_0$ is put in the root filter. Assuming that $H$ stands for the HOG feature pyramid, $p = (x,y,l)$ represents the detection box in the $l_{th}$ pyramid level. $\phi(H, p, w, h)$ indicates the eigenvector of the sliding window with $p$ as its top-left corner. The score of the root model is equal to the inner product of the weight vector and the feature, simplified as $F_0 \cdot \phi(H, p_0)$.

Supposing that a target is divided into $n$ components, represented by $(P_1...P_n)$, in which $P_i = (F_i, v_i, s_i, a_i, b_i)$ means the part model. $v_i$ denotes the position offset of the component box $F_i$ in
the root window, \(s_i\) is the box size, and \(a_i, b_i\) represent the deformation cost together. In view of the loss caused by the position offset, the score of the component model is expressed as follows:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} [F_i \cdot \phi_i(H, p_i) - a_i \cdot (x_i, y_i) - b_i \cdot (x_i^2, y_i^2)],
\]

where \((x_0, y_0)\) is the coordinate of the root filter in the pyramid and \(2(x_0, y_0)\) stands for that of the part filter. \((2(x_0, y_0) + v_i)\) indicates the undeformed part filter’s position (i.e., anchor point). \((x_i, y_i) = \frac{(x_0, y_0) - (2(x_0, y_0) + v_i)}{s_i}\) means the offset of the \(i_{th}\) component’s actual position to its anchor point, measuring the deformation degree. In that case, the deformable model is realized by subtracting the corresponding deformation cost when calculating the score.

Representing the filter vectors and deformation parameters with \(\beta\), and \(\psi(H, z)\) stands for the detection boxes’ feature and location:

\[
\beta = (F_0, F_1, ..., F_n, a_1, b_1, ..., a_n, b_n),
\]

\[
\psi(H, z) = (\phi(H, p_0), \phi(H, p_1), ..., \phi(H, p_n), -x_1, -y_1, -x_1^2, -y_1^2, ..., -x_n, -y_n, -x_n^2, -y_n^2).
\]

Therefore, the scoring formula in the spatial position \(z\) is modified as \(\beta \cdot \psi(H, z)\).

### 2.2. Model Training

In the model training phase, the first step is to initialize the size and weight of the root filter. In general, the average size of the labeled rectangle in positive samples is taken as the root filter size. The negative samples are cropped arbitrarily from the background which is irrelevant to the target. After extracting the HOG feature for each sample, the root filter is initialized by standard SVM with zero value.

For the initialization of the component filters, the root filter’s energy, that is the L2 norm of the weights, is calculated firstly. Then, the total energy of the 6 × 6 rectangle region with a certain point as the upper-left corner is counted. The point related to the 6 × 6 rectangle with the maximum energy is regarded as the anchor position, and the weight in the region is the initialized weight for the component model. Following the principle of non-overlapping, the anchor of other components are initialized in the same way.

After initialization, the components are not in their actual positions, so the latent SVM method is employed for updating training, whose purpose is to obtain weights in model \(\beta\). Besides, to improve the model robustness, it is necessary to add some difficult samples to the training set. Supposing that the sample set is \(D = (X_1, Y_1, ..., X_M, Y_M)\), \(Y_j\) means the sample class and \(Y_j \in (1, -1)\) corresponds to positive and negative samples, respectively. In each sample, the positions of the components are regarded as hidden variables. The objective function of the model parameters \(\beta\) is expressed as:

\[
L_D(\beta) = \frac{1}{2}||\beta||^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max(0, 1 - L_j \cdot f_\beta(x_j)),
\]

\[
f_\beta(x_j) = \max_z (\beta) \phi(x_j, z),
\]

where \(\max(0, 1 - Y_jf_\beta(x_j))\) is the standard hinge loss function, and \(C\) represents the normalized weight. Since the target is not contained in negative samples, the coordinates of the component filters need not be determined, and thus the objective function has an optimal solution. That means that while \(Y_j = -1\), \(\max(0, 1 - Y_jf_\beta(x_j))\) becomes a linear convex function. When training with positive samples, the current coordinates of the filter boxes are taken as fixed values, and thus the objective function is converted into a convex function. The value of \(\beta\) is obtained by continuous iteration until the function converges.
2.3. Object Detection

When the deformable part model is used for target detection, the sliding window goes through each scale of the feature pyramid in order to get a score of each possible location. In the detection window, the score of the root filter is calculated first, then the maximum score of each component filter in the corresponding resolution is obtained. Therefore, in the pyramid, the final score of the current detection window is equal to the sum of the root filter score, the component filter score, and the deformation cost. The overall scoring formula is as follows:

\[
\text{score}(x_0, y_0, l_0) = R_{0,l_0}(x_0, y_0) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_{i,l_0-\lambda}(2(x_0, y_0) + v_i) + b.
\]

\[R_{0,l_0}(x_0, y_0)\] is the detection score of the root filter, \(D_{i,l_0-\lambda}(2(x_0, y_0) + v_i)\) denotes the response of the \(i_{th}\) part filter, and \(b\) is the offset coefficient. Before calculating the part contribution, the optimal positions of different part filters must be acquired. When the whole discriminant score is higher than the threshold, it indicates that the target boundary has been detected and the component filters have detected each component, thus achieving the detection of the complete target. The detected bounding box from the newly trained model is usually offset to a certain extent; in order to obtain a more accurate bounding box, linear least-squares regression [32] is utilized for optimization. The coordinates of the root bounding box and \(n\) part bounding boxes (2n + 3 dimension) are utilised to predict a more accurate bounding box for the target. Finally, the Non-Maximum Suppression [33] method is applied to filter out the duplicate results.

3. Adaptive Component Selection-Based Discriminative Model

In the multi-scale component-based discriminative model, the structure information can effectively cope with the sparsity in SAR imagery. However, the size of different components is a fixed value: 6 \(\times\) 6.

Figure 3a,b present the results for pedestrian and airplane detection with Felzenszwalb’s model, in which different resolutions are selected for different object categories, but not for the components in the target. As shown in Figure 3a, a detected person has five components, and each one is labelled with a 6 \(\times\) 6 bounding box (blue) in the final detection. From the aircraft detection shown in Figure 3b, it is clear that the two components (the airplane head and the tail) are also detected with 6 \(\times\) 6 bounding boxes (blue). Besides, when initialising the component model, the weight’s norm in different 6 \(\times\) 6 regions of the root model are calculated, and the one with the maximum norm is taken as the component location. This means that the top-left corner of the region is regarded as the anchor point and the component is simply placed in the 6 \(\times\) 6 region with high energy. In response to the problems above, the desired output of the ACSDM approach is shown in Figure 3c; the airplane head and tail are detected with appropriate size, matching the actual target more closely. Therefore, better strategies are needed to solve the following problems: (1) the size of the component is fixed, always be 6 \(\times\) 6; (2) the anchor position of the component is determined by the region energy, not showing its real position.
3.1. Adaptive Selection of the Component

In response to the problems above, a different scheme is considered in the proposed ACSDM algorithm. The component size is no longer fixed, but obtained through the statistical samples. Meanwhile, the anchor point is no longer decided by the root model energy, but determined according to the component location. In this way, the components in the training samples also need to be labeled. The adaptive selection of the component consists of two procedures: the determination of the component size and the anchor position.

3.1.1. Determination of the Component Size

In order to detect accurate components, the fixed size is no longer suitable. Generally, the sizes of various components in a target are usually not the same. For different types of objects, the components’ sizes are more distinct. In this ACSDM algorithm, a method based on the components’ scale information in the statistical samples is employed to determine the appropriate size.

As shown in Figure 4, for a certain component, the ratio (height to width) in positive samples is classified into several groups. The aspect ratio is generally in the range of 0.5–2.5, and a group is divided at every 0.25 step. The aspect ratio value of y axis is the average ratio of the corresponding group. The ratio value of the highest histogram is determined as the that of the component. Meanwhile, through the coordinates information in the xml file, the bounding box area of each component is computed and reordered from small to large, and the area at the 90% position is decided as the standard value. In that case, the height H and width W are acquired through Equations (7) and (8). For different components, the same method is applied to calculate the corresponding H and W. The essence of selecting the aspect ratio through histogram is that one specific component in most samples has a similar aspect ratio. Simply computing the average value cannot deal with some special circumstances. If bad samples with quite different ratio appear in the training set, it will have a great impact on the average ratio. Indeed, the aspect ratio reflects its component class to a certain extent, and the statistical method can reduce the influence of bad samples. However, as the target has various depth in the image, the area of the same target can be different. In order to detect as many components as possible, the area of the components is set at the value of the 90% position.
3.1.2. Determination of the Anchor Position

The detected results of the component are related to the size and the anchor point. In the ACSDM algorithm, the method to decide the anchor position is shown in Figure 5. For the head component in an aircraft, the relative coordinates of the component center to the red bounding box are calculated and normalized. With the central coordinates of the same component-class processed above, the anchor location is obtained by mean filtering [34]. For components in different types, the anchor point is acquired in the same way. In high-resolution SAR images, different attitude, incidence angle of the radar wave, or different terrain lead to various aircraft shapes, which means the component position is offset to different degrees. If all targets employ a fixed anchor point, the results are definitely unsatisfactory. Using mean filter to select the anchor point makes the located component more practical, but of course the accuracy will decrease.

With the scheme above, the initialization for the component model becomes different. First, the size and anchor point for each component are determined through statistical methods; then, the weight in the rectangle (\(H \times W\)) with the anchor point as its upper-left corner is obtained as the initial value for the component model.
3.2. Training and Detection of the ACSDM Algorithm

In the training stage, in order to minimize information loss in preprocessing, a penalty factor is introduced into the scoring formula for compensation. In addition, in the object detection stage, the SANMS method is employed to remove the redundant bounding boxes, which also reduces the false alarm rate.

3.2.1. Introducing the Penalty Factor in the Training Process

In SAR imagery, large object number and different poses lead to various aspect ratios. When positive samples are preprocessed, excessive deformation will occur in building the feature pyramid, causing image information loss. In response to this problem, a proportional penalty factor is introduced into the score equation for training with SVM. With the image loss taken into account, the scoring formula is modified to be more reasonable, and is shown as follows:

\[
score(p_0, p_1, ..., p_n) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} F_i \cdot \phi(H, p_i) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i \cdot \phi_d(dx_i, dy_i) + b + \lambda \cdot dhw,
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the proportional penalty factor, \(dhw\) is the difference between the target’s aspect ratio and the root model, \(\lambda \cdot dhw\) is a negative value. The larger the \(dhw\) is, the greater the inhibition on the score. Therefore, the information loss caused by sample-size unification is compensated.

3.2.2. SANMS Method in the Detection

In SAR imagery, the aircraft target is usually small and highly-centralized, and thus duplicate detection results are more likely to occur. The Non-Maximum Suppression algorithm based on greedy strategy is widely utilized to eliminate duplicate detection. In its main idea, the detection results are sorted and the one with the highest score is selected. Then, other results overlapping with the chosen one by more than 50% are filtered out. However, this method misses the situation where a high-score bounding box overlaps with the lower-score one, as the overlap rate is calculated as follows:

\[
overlap = \frac{area(box_1) \cap area(box_2)}{area(box_1)}.
\]

Among them, \(box_1\) is the higher-score bounding area while \(box_2\) is the lower-score bounding box, and \(box_1 \cap box_2\) indicates the overlap area between them. As shown in Figure 6, if \(box_2\) is completely contained in \(box_1\) and the area of \(box_2\) is less than half of \(box_1\), the duplicate results will not be filtered out.

To reduce the redundant bounding box, the calculation formula of the overlap rate is modified. As shown in Equation (11), the denominator is replaced by the smaller of the two bounding boxes. Accordingly, it is called the Small Area-Based Non-Maximum Suppression (SANMS) method.

\[
overlap = \frac{area(box_1) \cap area(box_2)}{min(area(box_1), area(box_2))}
\]

In this way, even if the small detection box has a higher score, it can be filtered out. This method cannot only filter the detection frames of similar size, but also works for frames with quite different size.
4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Data and Evaluation

The experimental data in this paper is derived from TerraSAR-X imagery with HH band, at Mount Davies Air Force Base, Arizona. The resolution of the high-resolution SAR imagery is 2 meters, and the image size is 11,296 × 6248. The original SAR imagery containing over 820 aircrafts and the corresponding optical image are shown in Figure 7. Besides, the whole imagery is cut into 120 sampling pictures with 110 for training and the rest for testing. Unlike the availability of optical images, it is quite difficult to obtain high-resolution SAR imagery containing many aeroplanes because of its high price and military restrictions. Although the experimental dataset looks a bit small, cross-validation is considered to avoid overtraining. To mark the target more accurately, the training set is labelled combining with September 2010 Google Earth optical image. To determine the size and anchor point for each component, the aircraft parts also need to be marked. In this paper, an aeroplane is divided into two components: the head and the tail. Therefore, each target is labeled with one global bounding box and two component bounding boxes, also shown in Figure 7.

To assess the performance of each algorithm accurately, a unified criterion is adopted for appraisal. This paper uses three indexes to evaluate the detection results: (1) the detection precision $P$; (2) the false alarm rate $P_{fa}$; (3) the detection recall rate $R$. The detection precision stands for the proportion of correctly detected airplanes in all detected objects; the detection false alarm rate means the proportion of wrongly detected aircrafts in all detected objects; the recall rate represents the proportion of correctly detected targets in the total airplanes. The specific formulae for three kinds of accuracies are calculated as follows:

$$P = \frac{N_{cd}}{N_d}$$ (12)

$$P_{fa} = \frac{N_{fd}}{N_d}$$ (13)

$$R = \frac{N_{cd}}{N_t}$$ (14)
In Equation (12), $N_d$ means the number of all detected objects, and $N_{cd}$ and $N_{fd}$ represent the number of correctly detected aircrafts and objects that are falsely detected as aircrafts, respectively. Therefore, $N_d = N_{cd} + N_{fd}$. $N_t$ indicates the number of total aircrafts, including the correctly detected aircrafts and the missing number; in the following experiments, $N_t = 117$. These indexes are counted in each image individually, then the overall measurement indexes are added up and computed.

4.2. Detection Method Based on CFAR

4.2.1. Experiment Settings

As a classical detection approach, experiments about the method based on CFAR were conducted for comparison. Specifically, the CFAR-based method and clustering were combined to detect aircrafts in SAR imagery. The statistical feature used was the Weibull model, and a CA-CFAR statistical model was utilized to detect the clustering frame of the highlighted points. To demonstrate the sparsity of the scattering targets in SAR images, the preliminary detection results of the CFAR method are presented, and the final detection results after clustering are also shown in Table 1. The false alarm probability is set to be $P_{fa} = 10^{-5}$.

4.2.2. Experimental Results

As shown in Table 1, aeroplanes in ten different sub-regions were selected for detection. In the preliminary CFAR results, there is no box, but only a clustering of scattering points. It can be seen that these strong highlighted scattering points that make up the planes are divided into many small patches, reflecting the sparsity in the SAR imagery. In addition, the scattering points are presented as various arrangements, indicating the diversity. It is the particularity above that makes the final detection results unsatisfactory. In the final detection results, some scattering points and even the airplane tails are detected as a target, showing that the CFAR-based method cannot identify the components clearly.
Table 1. Experimental results of constant false alarm rate (CFAR)-based detection algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Labeled Image</th>
<th>Preliminary CFAR Detection Results</th>
<th>Final Detection Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region 1</td>
<td><img src="Region1_Labeled.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region1_Preliminary.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region1_Final.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 2</td>
<td><img src="Region2_Labeled.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region2_Preliminary.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region2_Final.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 3</td>
<td><img src="Region3_Labeled.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region3_Preliminary.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region3_Final.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 4</td>
<td><img src="Region4_Labeled.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region4_Preliminary.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region4_Final.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 5</td>
<td><img src="Region5_Labeled.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region5_Preliminary.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region5_Final.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 6</td>
<td><img src="Region6_Labeled.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region6_Preliminary.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region6_Final.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 7</td>
<td><img src="Region7_Labeled.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region7_Preliminary.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Region7_Final.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The statistical data is presented in Table 2. In the CFAR-based algorithm, it is calculated that the
detection precision $P = 73.2\%$, the false alarm rate $P_{fa} = 26.8\%$, and the recall rate $R = 93.2\%$. From these
results, it is clear that the method based on CFAR for target detection in high-resolution SAR imagery
is not reliable enough. Despite the high recall rate, the false alarm rate is rather large, with 40 wrongly
detected objects in the total 117 aeroplanes, and the detection precision is unsatisfactory. Besides, it is
obvious that some airplanes are detected as one target. Therefore, the CFAR-based detection algorithm
is not effective for airplane detection in the SAR imagery.

Table 2. The detection number of the CFAR algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Correctly Detected Number $N_{cd}$</th>
<th>Missing Number</th>
<th>Wrongly Detected Number $N_{fd}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region 1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>109</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
<td><strong>40</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. The Discriminative Model Based on the Multi-Component Scheme

Since the proposed ACSDM algorithm is inspired by the discriminative model, several
experiments were conducted to illustrate the difference. The penalty factor, adaptive component
selection, and SANMS were separately added to the discriminative model to generate three
comparative schemes. Considering that listing the results of ten testing images occupies a large
area, for the three different methods above, another two experimental images are listed for analysis.
4.3.1. Experiment Settings

In this paper, the whole SAR imagery was divided into 120 figures, where 10 of them were used for testing images and 110 pictures served as training images. As a supervised learning method, two components (the head and the tail) in the training set of SANMS need labeling. Each positive sample was labeled with a global bounding box and two component bounding boxes (as shown in Figure 7), while some highlighted areas of non-target region were defined as “other” type to extract negative samples for training.

4.3.2. Experimental Results

The comparative results are presented in Figure 8; it is clear that the three improved schemes do improve the detection performance. There are five aircrafts in testing region 1, but Figure 8(1.a) shows that the discriminative model could detect only three aircrafts, and the size of the two detected components in the image is a fixed value: $6 \times 6$, which does not match the size of the actual head or tail. Figure 8(1.b) shows the result of the discriminative model with adaptive component selected, in which the detected component size matches its actual size. In Figure 8(1.c), the discriminative model introduces the penalty factor into the score formula. With information loss in preprocessing compensated, the number of detected targets increased to five. Given that the redundant detection boxes do not appear, the results of the discriminative model with SANMS added are not presented. The detection results of the ACSDM method are displayed in Figure 8(1.d). Comparing with the detection in Figure 8(1.a), there are improvements both in the detection precision and the matching degree of component size.

Figure 8. Detection results of the discriminative model and the ACSDM algorithm. (1.a) discriminative model; (1.b) discriminative model with adaptive component selection; (1.c) discriminative model with penalty factor introduced; (1.d) the ACSDM method; (2.a) discriminative model; (2.b) discriminative model with adaptive component selection; (2.c) discriminative model with penalty factor introduced; (2.d) the ACSDM method.
In testing region 2, enhancement brought by adaptive component size selection is still very obvious—contrast in Figure 8(2.a) and Figure 8(2.b) is very clear. However, the penalty factor does not show any effect; Figure 8(2.a) and Figure 8(2.c) are almost the same—all 15 aircrafts were detected by the discriminative model. However, in the detection of Figure 8(2.a), two planes were detected with duplicate bounding boxes (the first in the first column and another in the third column). In response to this problem, the SANMS method was utilized to filter out the redundant boxes. Through the ACSDM algorithm, each aircraft was detected with a global bounding box (red) and two component bounding boxes (blue), as shown in Figure 8(2.d), which proves the validity of the SANMS method.

It is worth noting that the statistical indexes of the above methods are calculated and displayed in the conclusion, although the data are not listed. With adaptive component selection, the detected component size fits the actual target more closely. Meanwhile, the introduced penalty factor improves the detection precision, and the SANMS method reduces the false alarm rate effectively.

4.4. The ACSDM Method

4.4.1. Experiment Settings

In Section 4.3, partial experimental results about the ACSDM method were demonstrated. In this section, detailed results and analysis are presented for comparison. The testing data adopted was the same as that in the previous section, with 10 images for testing and the rest for training. There were still two components in the aeroplane: the head and the tail. It should be noted that the number of components was determined by experience and actual situation. Since the aircraft in the SAR imagery are rather small, it would be difficult to separate the target into many components. Otherwise, the size for each component would be too small for feature extraction. Taking these factors into consideration, an aircraft consisting of two components is appropriate. Additionally, the way of labelling both positive and negative samples was the same as that in Section 4.3, and the maximum number of iterations was set to 10,000. When the model training finished, the obtained threshold was used for testing, although it was a rough value at that time. Then, the threshold was adjusted through the testing of another few images. Finally, the optimal threshold was selected for the following detection. In that case, the threshold had less influence on the detection results, assuring that the performance of the different algorithms can be fairly compared.

4.4.2. Experimental Results

The detection results of the ACSDM method are shown in Table 3, and the statistical data are shown in Table 4. It was calculated that the detection precision \( P = 96.4\% \); the false alarm rate \( P_{fa} = 3.6\% \), and the recall rate \( R = 91.5\% \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Labeled Image</th>
<th>ACSDM Detection Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region 1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. The detection number of the ACSDM algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Correctly Detected Number $N_{cd}$</th>
<th>Missing Number</th>
<th>Wrongly Detected Number $N_{fd}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region 1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>107</strong></td>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from Table 3, the targets were accurately detected and the components were located in their actual positions. Meanwhile, the case that an aircraft is detected as several targets did not occur, indicating the effectiveness of component information in coping with the sparsity in SAR imagery. However, there were still airplanes which were not detected, and some objects were wrongly detected as airplanes. Compared with the performance of the CFAR-based method, the missing detection number in that of the ACSDM method was quite similar, but the wrongly detected number in the proposed method was largely reduced.

4.5. Analysis

The measurement indexes of the detection results in different methods are shown in Figure 9. In the ten testing images, the recall-precision curves of the CFAR-based method and the presented
ACSDM approach are displayed (shown in Figure 9a)). Indeed, there are ten points in each curve, but some points have the same precision and recall rate. From the presented curves, it is clear that the average precision is higher in the ACSDM model, in which the recall rate is a bit lower.

**Figure 9.** Different measurement indexes. (a) Recall–precision curves; (b) Accuracies of different detection methods.

In the testing results of the CFAR-based method, a large number of false alarms occurred due to the sparsity in the SAR imagery. The strong scattering points of the airplane were segmented to small patches, increasing the error detection rate. The case where several aeroplanes were detected as one target also appeared, resulting in missing detection. The reason is that the airplanes in the image are highly concentrated, and the scattering points belonging to adjacent aircrafts are difficult to identify. There are 40 error-checks in 10 testing images, which indicates that the CFAR-based method is not effective in dealing with aircraft detection in SAR imagery. As for the discriminative model, its detection precision decreased to 87.6%, and the false alarm rate dropped to 12.4%. Even though the results were better, there were many duplicate detection boxes because Non-Maximum Suppression in this approach was insufficient. In response to this, a discriminant model combined with the SANMS method was employed for experiments, achieving performance with a detection rate of 95.9% and false alarm rate of 4.1%, which proves the validity of the SANMS method for filtering duplicate boxes.

In the detection with the presented ACSDM algorithm, the false alarm rate was 3.6% and the detection rate was 96.4%. There were few wrong detections and missing detections, since component structure provides useful information for airplane detection. Though the strong scattering points of a target were separated into several parts, they could still be effectively united together. Meanwhile, these scattering points belonging to adjacent airplanes could also be distinguished, reducing the false alarms. Although the recall rate was slightly lower in the ACSDM algorithm, its detection rate was much higher than that of the CFAR-based method. From Figure 8 and Table 4, it is clear that in the presented algorithm, the multiple bounding boxes were largely reduced owing to the SANMS method, and thus the false alarm rate decreased greatly. In addition, the aircraft’s head and tail were correctly detected and the component size was more appropriate, illustrating the effectiveness of adaptive component selection. Further, the detected components are of practical significance, making the overall target detection more accurate.

### 4.6. Discussion

To further improve the accuracy and apply the proposed method in practical situations, the following aspects are considered.

1. **Selection of HOG feature**

   This ACSDM algorithm introduces the DPM model [26] with good performance on optical images, and DPM is based on the HOG feature to extract the basic segments. We understand that optical image is an additive model while SAR imagery is a multiplicative model. Therefore, the gradient algorithm
in HOG is often replaced by a ratio algorithm for SAR images in order to get transform segments. We tried an algorithm where segments are extracted through the histogram of ratio method, but we have not yet achieved a better result.

The HOG feature is still used in the bottom of the ACSDM algorithm. Although the aircrafts are presented as scattering points in SAR imagery, owing to the special imaging mechanism. The target structure is still obvious and the extracted segments are combined for object detection, not for contour extraction. The essence of the HOG feature is that it can effectively describe the gradient, which also applies for objects with clear structure in SAR imagery.

(2) Rotational invariance

In our paper, all the airplanes in the training set have similar positions, the airplane head faces to the left, followed by the tail. Therefore, the trained model is suitable for detecting aircrafts with this orientation. While the original testing images are rotated by 90 and $-90$ degrees, the airplane components are not detected by the model anymore. However, a good thing is that this model can be trained. When we add all the 90 and $-90$ degrees images to the training set, a different model is generated. In addition, the corresponding detection results are shown in Figure 10.

![Detection results of the newly trained model.](image)

**Figure 10.** Detection results of the newly trained model. (For a/b after each region, a represents number of the correctly detected airplanes; b is the number of total aircrafts in the region.)

From the detection results, it is clear that the detected objects(with bounding boxes) are the airplane targets, thus $N_{cd} = N_d = 87$. According to the calculating formula, the precision $P = 100\%$. However, 30 airplanes are not detected, the recall precision $R = 87/117 = 74.4\%$. Especially, in region 3-8, a lot of airplanes are missing. Therefore, the model trained with airplanes in similar positions cannot detect rotated airplanes effectively, but the newly trained one can cope with the rotation variation to some degrees.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents an ACSDM algorithm for airplane detection in high spatial resolution SAR imagery. To cope with the sparsity, a multi-scale detector including a root filter and several component filters was built for aircraft detection. In order to detect the components more accurately, two statistical methods were employed to determine the appropriate size and anchor point for each component.
Besides, in the model initialization stage, a penalty factor was introduced into the scoring formula to minimize the image information loss in preprocessing. For the candidate results, the SANMS method was utilized to filter out the redundant bounding frames in the same target. In this paper, the ACSDM algorithm is tested on a TerraSAR-X SAR data set with the CFAR-based method for aircraft detection. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method by achieving the highest detection rate, which proves the validity of spatial structure. Although the recall rate of ACSDM approach was a little lower than that of the CFAR-based method, the higher false alarm rate in the latter method is also not negligible. Besides, in the experiments evaluating the ACSDM algorithm and a series of discriminative models, the presented method also provided the best results with the highest precision and the lowest false alarm rate, owing to the introduced penalty factor and the SANMS method. Moreover, the components such as the airplane head and the tail were clearly detected, matching their actual sizes in the image, showing the effectiveness of adaptive component selection. Future work will be focused on utilising more efficient features to replace the original HOG feature in the improved algorithm in order to enhance the describing ability for the target.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- **ACSDM** Adapted Component Selection-Based Discriminative Model
- **SAR** Synthetic Aperture Radar
- **SANMS** Small Area-Based Non-Maximum Suppression
- **CFAR** Constant False Alarm Rate
- **CA-CFAR** Cell Average CFAR
- **OS-CFAR** Ordered Statistics CFAR
- **GO-CFAR** Greatest Opt-CFAR
- **SO-CFAR** Smallest Opt-CFAR
- **MRF** Markov Random Fields
- **R-CNNs** Regions with Convolutional Neural Networks
- **YOLO** You Only Look Once
- **SVM** Support Vector Machine
- **HOG** Histogram of Oriented Gradient
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